
-----Original Message----- 
From: Doug Baxley [mailto:DBaxley@ladenburg.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2017 8:12 AM 
To: EBSA.FiduciaryRuleExamination 
Subject: RIN 1210-AB79 
 
To:       Office of Regulations and Interpretations 
Employee Benefits Security Administration 
Attn: Conflict of Interest Rule 
Room N-5655 
U.S. Department of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20210 
 
RE:       RIN 1210-AB79:  Proposal to Delay the Applicability Date of the Definition of the Term “Fiduciary” 
 
Ladenburg Thalmann Financial Services Inc. (“Ladenburg”) appreciates the opportunity to comment on 
the Department of Labor’s (“Department”) proposed rule regarding the delay of the applicability date of 
the Definition of the Term "Fiduciary.” 
 
About Ladenburg 
Ladenburg Thalmann Financial Services Inc. (NYSE MKT: LTS, LTS PrA) is a publicly-traded diversified 
financial services company based in Miami, Florida. Ladenburg’s subsidiaries include industry-leading 
independent broker-dealer firms Securities America, Inc., Triad Advisors, Inc., Securities Service 
Network, Inc., Investacorp, Inc. and KMS Financial Services, Inc., as well as Premier Trust, Inc., Ladenburg 
Thalmann Asset Management Inc., Highland Capital Brokerage, Inc., a leading independent life insurance 
brokerage company, and Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc., an investment bank which has been a member 
of the New York Stock Exchange for over 135 years. 
 
Support for Delay 
The President’s Memorandum dated February 3, 2017 directed the Department to examine the 
Definition of the Term “Fiduciary” and related Prohibited Transaction Exemptions (“Rule”) to determine 
if (1) if investors will have reduced access to retirement products and financial advice, (2) if investors will 
be negatively impacted by disruptions within the industry, and (3) if there will be a likely increase in 
litigation.  To that end, the Department has initiated a 45-day comment period to undertake such an 
examination. 
 
We agree with the Department that should it revise or rescind the Rule after the current applicability 
date, two major changes in the regulatory environment will cause disruption to retirement investors and 
produce additional and unnecessary frictional costs.  Additionally, if the current applicability date is 
maintained, retirement investors will face harmful disruptions and reduced access to retirement 
products and financial advice. 
 
Due to the Rule’s requirements that compensation be level within a product category (ex. Fixed Index 
Annuity product category), Ladenburg will be forced to significantly reduce retirement products 
available to investors.  This is because product sponsors simply have not had the time necessary to 
modify their products to meet this requirement.  For some product lines this will be a reduction from 
thousands of available options to less than ten available options.  This is one area in particular where the 



industry needs more time to comply with the Rule; otherwise, retirement investors will likely be 
harmed. 
 
Other Financial Institutions have announced the discontinuation of commissionable retirement products 
and services.  For many investors who prefer a buy-and-hold investment strategy, a commission 
relationship is in their best interest due to long-term performance and reduced costs.  For those buy-
and-hold investors working with a trusted advisor at one of these Financial Institutions, this means that 
the investor will be required to either: 
 
  1.  Move to an advisory relationship with their current trusted advisor; a relationship that increases 
long-term costs to the investor, or 
  2.  Move their account to another advisor who can provide commission retirement products and 
services, but does not have a long-term relationship with the client. 
  3. 
Both scenarios harm the investor either by increasing costs, reducing access to a trusted financial 
advisor, or both. 
 
Due to the fact that (1) the 45-day comment period ends after the current applicability date of the Rule, 
(2) the Department will need additional time to review such comments, (3) retirement investors will 
face reduced access to advice and products, and (4) the industry needs more time to fully comply with 
the Rule, Ladenburg fully supports the Department’s proposal to delay the applicability date.  Further, 
we believe that all aspects of the Rule should be delayed, and that a delay period of 180 days is more 
appropriate to allow the Department ample time to complete a full examination of the Rule. 
 
Support for a Carefully-Crafted, Universal Fiduciary Standard of Care Ladenburg supports a carefully-
crafted, universal fiduciary standard of care that will be applicable to all professionals providing 
personalized investment advice to retail clients.  However, we do not support the Department of Labor’s 
Rule as currently written and will provide comments to that effect in a separate letter.  We believe such 
carefully-crafted universal fiduciary standard of care should make it easier for investors to receive high-
quality, individualized investment advice from a trusted advisor, while maintaining the ability for 
“Americans to make their own financial decisions.” 
 
Such regulation should provide retail investors with a clear and easy to understand standard of care that 
is applicable to the entirety of the client’s relationship with a trusted advisor. Professionals should be 
required to do the following: 
 
  *   Act in the best interest of the client; 
  *   Provide advice with skill, care, and diligence based upon the individual needs of the client; and 
  *   Disclose material conflicts of interest, avoid them when possible, and obtain informed client consent 
to act when conflicts cannot be reasonably avoided. 
 
Thank you for considering Ladenburg’s comments.  Should you have any questions, please contact me at 
305-572-4107. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
Doug Baxley, CFP® 
Vice President, Retirement and Fiduciary Services 



 
Ladenburg Thalmann Financial Services, Inc. 
4400 Biscayne Blvd., 12th Floor 
Miami, FL 33137 
Phone: 305-572-4107 
Email: dbaxley@ladenburg.com<mailto:dbaxley@ladenburg.com> 
 
 
Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc. reviews and archives outgoing and incoming e-mail. Such may be 
produced at the request of regulators and/or in connection with judicial/arbitral proceedings. Sender 
accepts no liability for any errors or omissions arising as a result of transmission. Use by other than 
intended recipients is prohibited. This transmission is neither an offer nor a solicitation of an offer to 
buy or sell securities. Opinions or estimates constitute Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc.'s best judgment 
at this time and are subject to change without notice. Information upon which the material contained in 
this transmission is based was obtained from sources believed to be reliable but has not been verified. 
Additional information is available upon request. Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc., its affiliates and 
respective directors, officers and employees may buy or sell securities mentioned herein as agent or 
principal. 
 
Ladenburg does not give any representation or warranty as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness 
of any third party material, nor does Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc. accept any responsibility arising in 
anyway ( including negligence) for errors in, or omissions from such third party material. The fact that 
third party information was provided through Ladenburg does not constitute an endorsement, 
authorization, sponsorship, or affiliation by Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc., its owners, or its employees. 
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